Code Sheet for DHItalianData.csv

Column headings:
School: North American college or university
Location: State provided for U.S. institutions, countries for all others
Italian: 1 indicates that Italian is taught there as of July 2016
IT-PhD: 1 indicates that the highest level of Italian offered is a doctoral degree
IT-MA: 1 indicates that the highest level of Italian offered is a terminal Master’s degree
IT-Major: 1 indicates that the highest level of Italian offered is a Bachelor of Arts degree
IT-Minor: 1 indicates that the highest level of Italian offered is a minor or Associate of Arts degree
IT-courses: 1 indicates that the highest level of Italian offered is a service course
DH: 1 indicates that digital humanities support is offered as of July 2016
DH-PhD: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered is a doctoral degree
DH-MA: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered is a terminal Master’s degree
DH-cert: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered is a certificate
DH-Major: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered is a Bachelor of Arts degree
DH-Minor: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered is a minor or Associate of Arts degree
DH-courses: 1 indicates that the highest level of digital humanities offered are courses taught by faculty in their home departments
DH-center: 1 indicates that a digital humanities center is present on campus
College Source: 1 indicates that the Italian program was listed with College Source in July 2016
AATI-July16: 1 indicates that AATI listed the Italian program on its website in July 2016
(http://www.aati-online.org/)